A method to optimize the focusing quality of integrally gated CNT field-emission (FE) devices by combining field-emission modeling and a computational intelligence technique, genetic algorithm (GA), is proposed and demonstrated. In this work, the e-beam shape, as a characteristic parameter of electron-optical properties, is calculated by field-emission simulation modeling. Using a design tool that combines GA and physical modeling, a set of structural and electrical parameters for four FE device groups, including double-gate, triple-gate, quadruple-gate and quintuple-gate type, were optimized. The resultant FE devices exhibit satisfactory e-beam focusabilities and the extracted parameters with the best performance for each type of FE device were represented to be fabricated by a VLSI technique. The GA-based automatic design parameter extraction will significantly benefit the design of integrated electron-optical systems for versatile vacuum micro-and nano-electronic applications.
Introduction
Field emission is one of the most fascinating properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and has attracted extensive studies of its fundamental understanding both in the fields of physics and chemistry [1] [2] [3] . In addition, possible applications in fieldemission display (FED), high-frequency microwave amplifier, x-ray source and electron microscopy, among others [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , have also prompted numerous studies in the past decade. Due to modern nanofabrication techniques such as the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [4, 5] and screen-printing [6] [7] [8] methods, films consisting of vertically aligned CNTs or single CNT emitters [1] could be grown within the patterned area and could be further integrated to gated vacuum micro-and nanoelectronic devices. For a typical gated FE triode, as shown in figure 1(a) , a CNT thin film as a collective emitter is located below the center of the extraction gate. As the extraction gate is biased to a large enough positive voltage with respect to the emitter, electrons at the surface of the CNT thin film are first emitted into the vacuum via quantum tunneling through a solid-vacuum potential barrier, and then are accelerated to the anode. One of the most critical design issues is how to reduce the spreading diameter of electrons arriving at the anode, while keeping the required amount of emission current. To enhance the e-beam focusability, one [6] [7] [8] 11] or several [12] coaxial focusing gates, serving as electrostatic lenses to focus the electron trajectories, are stacked above the extraction gate and separated by an insulating layer (SiO 2 , ε ox = 3.9) in between. For example, figure 1(b) shows a typical quadruple-gate FE device. Since there are many design parameters, such as configurations of gate geometry and biased potentials, which can significantly influence the focusing capability of the ebeam, an effective optimal design tool for complicated FE devices is strongly needed. Field-emission simulations have become an indispensable technique for the practical design of various FE devices [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, most studies on FE device design focused on the optimization of either only one of the system parameters [11, 12] , developing a new architecture [13, 14] , or a new operational mode [10, 11, 15] of the gate electrodes. To the best knowledge of the authors, no work has been done on applying a global optimization scheme for designing FE devices, where all design parameters underwent the optimization process simultaneously.
In this paper, we have proposed the optimization of integrally gated FE devices by genetic algorithm (GA), as promoted by Holland and his colleagues [16] , which is one of the computational intelligence techniques. GA have been successfully implemented in various academic research work and industrial applications, such as communications [17] , photonics [18] [19] [20] and advanced VLSI technology [21] . GA is a stochastic optimization technique based on the biological principles of natural selection and evolution. It is well suited for complex problems such as the present one, in which a number of system parameters must be optimized simultaneously, and some other practical problems which may not have a unique, well-defined optimum. In this work, we intended to adapt the GA to the field of electron optics, in which optimal design of the gated FE device could be easily achieved.
In brief summary, we carried out GA optimization for double-gate [6] [7] [8] , triple-gate, recently proposed quadruplegate [12] and FE devices. A typical FE triode (single-gate) without any auxiliary focusing gate is also simulated. In section 2, we will briefly describe the implementation of a parallel-scheme GA for e-beam focusability optimization. This proposed GA can be easily extended to other applications in the field of electron optics, which is often involved with many electrical, magnetic and structural parameters.
Numerical methods
In this section, the implementation of the proposed GA is described, including the problem definition, the principle of the GA and the evaluation of the engineering-and physical-based fitness function. In each part, detailed procedures and specific algorithms are provided.
Problem definition and encoding method
How to determine the structural and electrical parameters of the electron-optical system to perform the optimization is an important subject. For the FE devices in this work, we can obtain the satisfactory performance by adjusting the position and biased voltage of the integrated focusing gates which are the most important ones in controlling the quality of e-beam focusability. Take the quadruple-gate type shown in figure 1(b) for example: the e-beam trajectories depend on the position and bias voltage of the focusing gates: traj(x, y, z) = traj(h 1 ,
The variable parameters in an optimization problem form the components of a parameter vector; all possible parameter vectors (here h = (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ); V = (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V n )) constitute a multidimensional search space. In GA, each component of the search argument vector is regarded as one gene. Therefore, in the quadruple-gate type, six genes (h 1 , h 2 , h 3 , V 1 , V 2 and V 3 ) are combined into one chromosome of an individual. Following the same rule, the chromosome of an individual for double-gate, triple-gate and configuration contains two genes (h 1 and V 1 ), four genes (h 1 , h 2 , V 1 , and V 2 ) and eight genes (h 1 , h 2 , h 3 , h 4 , V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , and V 4 ), respectively. Each gene stands for a variable parameter of FE devices and is encoded as a binary string G:
where b n is the binary bit in the nth point along the gene and N is the total length of each gene (number of binary-coded digits). This binary string G in the chromosome space is then mapping to the corresponding variable P in the parameter space by a decoding process:
where G ∈ {0, 1}, P represents all parameters to be extracted, and P min and P max are the initial setting of maximum and minimum value of device variables. In such a manner, GA operated on a discretized coding of the parameters rather than the parameters themselves. Each parameter consists of 8 bits and thus the length of the whole chromosome for double-gate, triple-gate, quadruple-gate and types are 16, 32, 48 and 64 bits, respectively. The fixed parameters used in this work include: 30 μm and 40 μm for radius of the extraction gate (r g ) and the focusing gate (r f ), respectively; 0.2 μm for thickness of the gate electrodes (t); 200 μm for the anode-to-cathode distance (d). Typically, the applied anode-to-cathode electric field strength is in the range of 2-6 V/μm [10] , while the applied biased voltage at the extraction gate is in the range of 60-80 V to extract enough emission current for the operation of FE devices [6] [7] [8] . In this work, the applied voltage at anode and at extraction gate (1st gate) is set to 900 V and 80 V, respectively, with respect to the anode-to-cathode separation of 200 μm. It should be noted that, in order to avoid electrical breakdown and the arc problem between two gate electrodes [22] , the range of adjustable parameters should be taken carefully. The searching area, which is the extent of the design parameters, is defined and summarized in table 1. Figure 2 shows a flowchart of the GA optimization process adopted in the present study. At the start of the GA, the initial values of G in each gene are randomly generated between 0 and 1 with uniform probability. N C individuals (here N C = 40) are randomly generated to establish the initial population. Each individual is assigned a fitness value, which provides an indication of solutions which are the most probable to evolve towards a better next generation. Thus, a set of trial solutions can be randomly generated and then evolved toward 
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the optimal solution under the pressure of the fitness function.
The fitness of an individual is defined as the e-beam diameter on the anode (D e-beam ). To evaluate the e-beam diameter, a field-emission simulation modeling was developed and details are to be discussed in section 2.3. Based on the fitness function, the next generation is produced by the 'reproduction' process utilizing the biologically analogous operators of selection, crossover and mutation, as shown in figure 2 . In production, a pair of individuals is selected from the current population to act as the parents. The parents undergo crossover and mutation with probability p c and p m , respectively, which in turn creates a pair of new individuals as 'children'. The operation steps of production are summarized as follows:
(i) Selection: This procedure utilizes the fitness of a given individual to determine which individuals are fit enough to remain in the population. We employ the roulettewheel selection [17] for the stochastic-selection strategy, in which individuals are selected based on the probability of selection p s given by
where f i is the fitness of the i th individual. It is to be noted that the probability of selecting one individual from N C individuals in a population is a function of the relative fitness of the individuals. This means that the individuals with higher fitness value are more likely to be selected as the parents for generating new individuals (children). (ii) Crossover: Once the parent is selected, the two chromosomes undergo crossover with a probability of crossover p c = 0.7, which is reported as the optimal value. Here, a two-point crossover method is employed. Crossover is carried out by exchanging equivalent segments of the chromosomes by means of randomly choosing points to produce two new chromosomes. The purpose of crossover is to rearrange the genes, with the objective of creating better combinations of genes to result in fitter individuals. (iii) Mutation: Mutation is also necessary to maintain the diversity in the population and explore the solutions which are not yet present, thus preventing quick convergence to a local minimum. Mutation is usually performed by randomly altering an individual gene with the probability of mutation p m = 0.05. In the case of binary coding, it means to randomly select a bit from the chromosome string and invert it. In other words, '1' becomes '0' and vice versa. These children are then placed in the new generation. It is to be noted that the elitist strategy is employed in this paper, in which the top 2% chromosomes defined as the 'elite chromosomes' from the preceding generation are preserved and directly inserted into a new generation. This procedure can ensure the 'elite' of each population survive to be used as parents in the next population. Therefore, the elite chromosomes can reproduce more often than the non-elite ones. These processes, including selection, crossover and mutation, are repeated until the size of the new generation is the same as the current generation.
The GA processes are iterated until 40 generations are calculated and then we save the best chromosome in each generation. After the ending of GA flow, the parameters encoded in the chromosome with the best fitness are converted into floating point numbers and then mapped to the parameter space according to equations (1) and (2) . Most of the steps used in this paper are commonly used in a GA regardless of the problem being solved, except that a parallel scheme of evaluating the fitness on a eight-node PC-cluster system is introduced to speed up the time of the GA evolution, which will be introduced later.
Fitness function
To obtain the e-beam diameter related to the fitness of an individual, a physical modeling for simulating field-emission properties was developed based on the following steps: (1) solving the electrostatic characteristics, (2) determining field emission from a CNT thin film by Fowler-Nordheim (FN) law, and (3) tracing the motion of electrons to obtain the electron trajectories. The above steps are described in detail in the following in turn.
First, the electrostatic distributions of the corresponding structures generated by the GA are obtained by solving Poisson's equation. Since the space-charge effect is neglected, the Poisson equation reduces to the Laplacian equation as
where φ is the electric potential. The Laplacian equation is solved using the finite-element method (FEM) [23] . After calculating the potential distribution, the electric field distribution can be derived by numerically differentiating the potential with respect to Cartesian coordinates. Then, the emission current density from the cathode surface was determined by the modified Fowler-Nordheim (FN) equation:
where E is the electric field around the emission surface, and A and B are the emission parameters, which are empirical parameters related to the work function of the material and field enhancement factor. It is practically impossible to consider the detailed morphology of all CNT emitters in the modeling. In this work, CNT forests are treated as a single emission layer that is an equivalent thin film with a width of 20 μm and a thickness of 3 μm, which is in accordance with the observed SEM image. In the macroscale simulation at device level, the CNT forest was usually treated as a thin film (slab) to simplify the difficulty of the modeling [10] . The empirical emission parameters of the CNT thin film were then obtained by fitting the simulation to the experimental data. It is believed to be more realistic and proper to use the experimental data for calibration. Figure 3 shows the measured FE characteristics of the patterned CNT thin film by a typical diode-type measurement, in which the inset is the SEM image of the patterned CNT thin film grown on a silicon substrate by the CVD method. Using the experimental data, the emission parameters of the CNT thin film are calibrated as A = 6.84 × 10 −2 (A/(V/μm) 2 ) and B = 24.80 (V/μm) by fitting equation (5) to the measured data. These two calibrated coefficients are then kept the same in the numerical modeling for all types of FE devices in the present study. This method can effectively simplify the modeling without loss of generality, which was adopted in most FE-device-related simulation studies (e.g. [10] ). Once the electric field around the CNT thin film in the gated FE device is calculated, the emission current density can be roughly estimated. The emission current from the emitter surface is determined by the integral of the current density (equation (5)) using the local value of the electric field at the surface of the CNT thin film. Finally, the electron trajectories are calculated according to the equation of motion (Lorentz equation) using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method [14] for time integration. Emitted electrons from the CNT thin film are then traced toward the anode based on the electric field obtained from an electrostatic Laplacian equation. From the simulated electron trajectories, the beam spot size on the anode, which represents the value of fitness in GA, can be obtained as
where J (r ) is the electron current density on the anode and r is the radial distance from the symmetric axis. Simulations of field emission are incorporated in a package that is used to evaluate the fitness function, which is the only connection between the physical problem and GA.
Parallel processing for a genetic algorithm
In contrast to the huge computational time for the physical modeling, only a relatively small portion of the time is spent in this part of the GA. For example, 1600 runs of the field-emission simulation are necessary for 40 individuals evolving over 40 generations. To reduce the computational time to an acceptable level, a parallel scheme for the GA is introduced to accelerate the evolution. Field-emission simulations for N C individuals in one population are equally assigned to eight processors of a PC-cluster system, which results in only N C /8 individuals being treated in each processor. Thus, fitness functions of individuals in the same population are separately evaluated from eight processors and are then gathered into the master processor for determining the next reproduction process. Figure 4 shows the e-beam shape of a typical FE triode without any auxiliary focusing electrodes and the exploded view is the magnified electron trajectories along with the potential distribution near the gate aperture. It is found that the emitted electrons diverge in vacuum space, leading to an undesirably large e-beam spot at the anode. In this case, the e-beam diameter on the anode is calculated as 65.126 μm. Therefore, an effective electrostatic focusing system is required to reduce the spot size of impinging electrons at the anode. In the present study, the four different types of focusing gates are vertically integrated in the FE triode to achieve this goal. Corresponding structural and electrical parameters of the four types of FE devices can then be automatically optimized by the proposed GA. Take the quadruple-gate type, for instance: figure 5 shows the peak and average progress of the GA optimization as a function of the number of generations. It is seen that both values converge to a minimum eventually. The corresponding e-beam shape of the best fitness at different generations during the evolution processes are shown at the bottom of figure 5 . We can find a good evolution behavior is presented as well as the optimal e-beam shape after convergence. Upon completion, the global optimized solution of the quadruple-gate type yields an e-beam diameter of 9.082 μm. Figure 6 shows the population distributions during the GA searching process. It is seen that the parameters of the initial population are randomly distributed ( figure 6(a) ), gradually converged (figures 6(b) and (c)) and finally constrained ( figure 6(d) ) at the end of the evolution process. Table 2 summarizes the optimized design parameters extracted by GA and the corresponding e-beam diameters at the anode for double-gate, triple-gate, quadruple-gate and FE devices. The corresponding electron trajectories for each design are presented in figure 7 . As compared to the FE triode, the optimized e-beam diameter for doublegate, triple-gate, quadruple-gate and types was reduced to 10.038 μm, 9.223 μm, 9.082 μm and 8.873 μm, respectively. It is clear that the extracted parameters for each type do not follow the same rule in obtaining the smallest e-beam diameter. This is because GA utilizes a parallel and adaptive search method in the optimization-design process. For each specific problem, GA may independently search its unique optimum in the parameter space. For making a comparison, optimization using one of the traditional methods, the gradientbased optimization [24, 25] , has been done. The results are summarized in table 3. We can find that as the number of variables increases, the results were more likely to be trapped in the local minima region. This makes GA a very preferred choice for optimization of complex electron-optical problems. When the number of variables was not many (2) (3) (4) , the calculation time for a gradient-based method was several hours; however, the calculation time increased with the increasing number of variables. For the quintuple-gate structure, the calculation time for a gradient-based method increased to 1.5 days, comparable to our parallel-scheme GA with eight CPU nodes (∼1.8 days). In this case, most of the calculation time was spent on the physical modeling rather than the optimization programming itself. Since no gradient is calculated, only the fitness function is evaluated and GA can allow more variables to be optimized at the same time than the traditional method can. Moreover, owing to the parallel search algorithm, GA optimization can be performed in a parallel scheme and the optimization speed of GA will be accelerated by increasing the number of CPU nodes. This makes GA a unique optimization method for physical problems with many variables.
Results and discussions
Among the four types, type produces the smallest e-beam diameter; that is to say, type has the best e-beam focusability. This outcome is highly expected since more flexibility with increasing number of focusing gates is guaranteed for producing a reduced e-beam diameter. However, the triplegate FE device is strongly recommended for practical design purposes, considering: (1) minor difference of the optimized smallest e-beam diameters among various types, (2) increasing difficulty in adding more numbers of focusing gates into the pre-formatted triode-gate type in a real fabrication process, and (3) increasing difficulty in operating FE devices with more gates (more power sources, cross-talk, etc.). Using the design parameters extracted by GA, triple-gate FE devices can be fabricated following the pre-formatted FE triode ( figure 1(a) ) by CVD and lithography processes.
In general, increasing population size may possibly further optimize the results. To test the effect of the population size on the optimized results, we have used two different sizes of population as compared to N C = 40, 20 (fewer) and 100 (more), to simulate both the quadruple-gate and types. Because a larger population size can provide more abundant trial solutions at the start of a GA, the optimization search process can avoid being trapped in the local minimum. For N C = 100, the converged results show 7.3% and 4.6% decreasing the e-beam diameter for quadruple-gate and quintuple-gate type, respectively, as compared to the case of N C = 40. In contrast, for N C = 20, the converged results show 14.3% and 11.2% increasing the e-beam diameter. Thus, we can conclude that the optimized results using the population size N C = 40 is acceptable in general in considering the minor difference from those using N C = 100.
Conclusion
In summary, we have introduced a GA into electron optics and demonstrated the use of GA as an intelligent approach to the design of the integrated FE devices for example. By means of combing parallel processing of the GA with field-emission simulation, we could optimize the e-beam focusability for double-gate, triple-gate, quadruple-gate and quintuple-gate FE devices by GA. With the judicious choice of location and bias of the focusing gates automatically extracted by GA, we are able to design the FE device with the smallest e-beam diameter at the anode. It is also noteworthy that the quintuple-gate type has the best focusability (e-beam diameter of 8.873 μm), while a triple-gate type can provide an acceptable focusability (ebeam diameter of 9.223 μm) considering manufacturability. Finally, the proposed optimization technique using a GA may be applied to optimize the e-beam performance in various electron-optical systems, including micro-and nanofabrication processes (i.e. parallel electron-beam lithography), electron microscope imaging for material science, displays and lighting (i.e. field-emission pixels), and accelerator physics.
